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We already have a 25 year supply of clay according to the West Sussex Minerals plan.
The brickworks the clay was to supply has closed and there is no replacement destination for the
extracted clay.
If there is no hole to fill with the debris from the recycling facility ,will this woodland become just a
useful site to recycle debris from far and wide and leave the rubbish behind.
This is a greenfield site where local people can explore and enjoy the peace and tranquility of natural
woodland and all its wildlife.
It will be destroyed by pollution, dumping, noise, diesel and light pollution.
I feel sorry for the houses nearby and what they will suffer for 30 years.
This site is nowhere near any accepted Lorry Route Network.
This small winding rural road has very little pavement and virtually no lighting.
The 42 per day Turnover of HGVs will impact on the life of the villagers when they thunder along
shaking the houses and belching diesel fumes.
It will be unsafe to walk or cycle along this road. It will be no safer for cars as a large HGV hurtles
towards them on a narrow bit of road.
The damage to the road surface and breaking down of the edges of the roads will be a constant drain
on Council funds and damage people's cars.
In winter the road will be lethal as no rural roads around here are gritted.
Gaining access to the 281 will be difficult if not dangerous at times and I fear cause accidents.
This disastrous planning application to destroy our area must not be allowed to go ahead.
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